5. SEE WORK ORDER FOR PERMISSIBLE OR ALTERNATE STAMPING.

5. FOR INSERT ARRANGEMENT PATTERN SEE L-21825-19.

4. STAMP "AMPHENOL", KIT PART NUMBER, DATE CODE, AND LOT NUMBER (9-3885) PER 9-5788.
   EXAMPLE:
   AMPHENOL 10-646401-112B 1535 151234567

3. PROCESS SPEC:\n   9-3885, 9-5788

2. PACKAGE PER PRODUCTION PROCESS SHEET.

1. KIT TYPE I: CONTACTS AND INSULATORS, IF PRESENT, ARE SHIPPED UNASSEMBLED\n   KIT TYPE II: CONTACTS AND INSULATORS, IF PRESENT, ARE SHIPPED ASSEMBLED IN CONNECTOR.

NOTES:
THIS SHEET IS FOR CUSTOMER USE ONLY

INNER CONTACT

OUTER CONTACT

C OF CONNECTOR CAVITY

DETAIL A

SCALE 10:000

SUGGESTED PCB HOLE LOCATION

SCALE 4:000

SEE DETAIL A

FRONT ISOMETRIC VIEW

SCALE 2:000

REAR ISOMETRIC VIEW

SCALE 2:000

SEE SHEET 1
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